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Two-tone distortion was measured in the intracochlear pressure in the base of the gerbil cochlea,
close to the sensory tissue, where the local motions and forces of the organ of Corti can be detected.
The measurements probe both the underlying nonlinear process that generates two-tone distortion,
and the filtering and spreading of the distortion products. Some of our findings are as follows:~1!
The observations were consistent with previous observations of two-tone distortion in BM motion
@J. Neurophysiol.77, 2385–2399~1997!; J. Neurophysiol.78, 261–270~1997!#. ~2! Frequency
sweeps show distortion product tuning and phase-versus-frequency behavior that is similar, but not
identical, to single tone tuning.~3! The decay of distortion products with distance from the basilar
membrane confirms the feasibility that they could drive the stapes by a direct fluid route, as
proposed by Ren@Nat. Neurosci.7, 333–334~2004!#. ~4! The phases of the distortion products
within a single family~the group of distortion products generated by a single primary pair! in some
cases alternated between 0° and 180° when referenced to the phases of the primaries. This behavior
is predicted by a simple compressive nonlinearity. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1880812#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Bt@BLM # Pages: 2999–3015
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I. INTRODUCTION

Normal cochlear operation relies upon cell-based for
that greatly boost the cochlea’s response at low-to-mode
stimulus levels. The cell-based forces are not linearly rela
to the stimulus and they introduce distortion into the cochl
response~reviewed in Ruggero, 1993!. The response to a
two-tone stimulus, in addition to the primary stimulus fr
quencies, contains frequency components atf 12n( f 22 f 1)
and f 21n( f 22 f 1), wheren is a positive integer. Other fre
quencies are also present in the response, but thef 12, f 2

1n( f 22 f 1) components form a prominent family of disto
tion components~distortion products, or DPs! that flank the
primaries. Two-tone distortion has been measured and s
ied at many levels of the auditory system: perceptual~e.g.,
Goldstein, 1967; Zurek and Sachs, 1979!, neural~e.g., Kim
et al., 1980!, in auditory emissions~e.g., Kemp, 1978; Probs
et al., 1991! and in basilar membrane~BM! motion ~Robles
et al., 1997; Cooper and Rhode, 1997!. Two-tone distortion
in intracochlear pressure was measured close to the coc
wall by Magnanet al. ~1997! and Avanet al. ~1998!.

For a given two-tone combination, the distortion is pr
duced within the region of the organ of Corti~OC! where the
responses to the two tones overlap~Smoorenburg, 1972; Kim
et al., 1980; Siegelet al., 1982; Robleset al., 1997!. The
DPs, once present, will be filtered by the cochlea’s mech
ics. Therefore, the local response at a particular DP
quency has been shaped by three processes: the coc
mechanical filtering of the primaries, the distortio
generation process, and finally the cochlear–mechanica
tering of the DP.

This contribution examines two-tone distortion in th
intracochlear pressure close to the BM. Measurements w

a!Electronic mail: wd2015@columbia.edu, eao2004@columbia.edu
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made at a region that is tuned to;20 kHz, in turn one of the
gerbil cochlea. The experimental design and analysis w
guided by two basic objectives: to better understand the
derlying nonlinear process that generates the distortion,
to describe the spreading and filtering of the distortion pr
ucts following their generation. Both these objectives we
served with a stimulus protocol in which eitherf 2 , f 1 or
2 f 12 f 2 were set at the BF of our sensor recording positio
The localization of the generation process, and the long
dinal propagation of DPs were explored by measuring h
the 2 f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 DPs varied with the primary ratio
and level. Vertical spreading was explored by measuring
decay of these DPs with the distance from the BM towa
the cochlear wall. A second stimulus protocol, detailed f
quency sweeps with a lowf 2 / f 1 ratio, was used to measur
the filtering of DPs. Finally, the nonlinear process underlyi
distortion generation was explored by analyzing the relat
phases and magnitudes of components within DP familie

The pressure close to the BM is closely akin to B
motion. More concretely, fluid pressure gradients~spatial de-
rivatives! are approximately proportional to fluid acceler
tion, and close to the BM, the fluid and BM are expected
move together. With single-tone stimuli, Olson~2001! used
fluid pressure differences to derive BM velocity. The fr
quency tuning of the BM motion and of the fluid pressu
close to the BM were similar to each other in the region
the BF peak and similar to BM motion tuning measured
others~reviewed in Robles and Ruggero, 2001!. In line with
this, the two-tone pressure responses measured close t
BM were similar to two-tone responses observed in BM m
tion ~Robles et al., 1997; Cooper and Rhode, 1997!. BM
motion is closer than cochlear pressure to stereocilia mot
and BM motion measurements are more valuable than p
sure measurements in that respect. However, measurem
2999999/17/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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of pressure complement those of motion, and are able
probe particular aspects of cochlear mechanics that are
accessible with measurements of sensory tissue motion.
example, the spatial variation of DP pressure within the
chlea is useful for exploring how DPs get out of the coch
to give rise to cochlear emissions, and the analysis of fa
lies of pressure DPs is useful for understanding the nonlin
force.

Several theoretical studies have explored the prope
of the two-tone DPs that arise from a compressive nonline
ity @Engebretson and Eldredge, 1968; Fahey, 1989; Fa
et al., 2000; the series by Lukashkinet al. ~1998, 1999,
2002!#. Similarly, in this contribution a simple nonlinea
model is used to better understand the intracochlear dis
tion we measure.

Although we do not report here on cochlear emissio
the studies here are related to the study of emissions. Se
direct experimental examinations of the link between emit
and introcochlear two-tone DPs~measured in intracochlea
pressure or sensory tissue motion! have been performed
~Magnan et al., 1997; Naryananet al., 1998; Avan et al.,
1998; Cooper and Shera, 2004; Ren, 2004!.

II. METHODS

A brief description of methods is here; details have be
published~Olson, 1998, 2001!.

A. Animal

The measurements were made in gerbils stimulated w
one or two tones via a speaker coupled to the ear ca
Intracochlear pressure was measured by inserting specia
pressure sensors into the cochlear scalae through small
that were hand-drilled through the bony wall of the cochl
Pressure measurements in the scala tympani~ST! were made
in the first turn of the cochlea where the BF was appro
mately 20 kHz. In ST the pressure was measured at a s
of distances from the BM. The pressure in the scala vesti
~SV! just next to the stapes was measured, either simu
neously with the ST measurement or after most of the
data had been collected.

The animal was deeply anesthetized throughout the
periment and overdosed with anesthetic at the end of i
tracheotomy was performed to maintain a patent airway.
animal core temperature was maintained at;37 °C using a
thermostatically controlled heating blanket. An electrode
the round window measured the compound action poten
~CAP! response of the auditory nerve to tone pips, as a m
tor of cochlear health~Johnstoneet al., 1979!. The care and
use of the animals were approved by the Institutional Anim
Care and Use Committee of Columbia University.

B. Sensor

The pressure sensor consists of a glass capillary w
inner and outer diameters 100 and 170mm, tipped with a
gold-coated polymer diaphragm. Light from a light-emittin
diode is delivered via a fiber optic threaded into the capilla
and reflects from the diaphragm. The amount of light retu
ing to the fiber optic for transmission to a photodetector v
3000 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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ies linearly with the pressure-induced motion of the d
phragm~Hu et al., 1992!. As has been described previous
the sensors are calibrated individually by submerging the
known distance beneath the surface of a vial of water tha
shaken with a known acceleration~Bruel and Kjaer model
4290!. This produces a known pressure at the position of
sensor. The sensitivity of the sensors is approximately
~within 3 or 4 dB! up to at least 40 kHz. The sensor sen
tivity is usually ;230 dB V/80 dB SPL, but it varies be
tween usable sensors from;220 to 240 dB V/80 dB SPL.
The noise level is set by shot noise in the photodetector
level of ;260 dB V; it depends on the quantity of ligh
returning to the photodetector and also varies slightly w
different sensors. In some cases the sensor stability was g
with very little before/after experiment change, but chang
of 6–10 dB were also common. The changes are due to
fragility and vulnerability of the sensitive membrane. Th
sensitivity changes are frequency independent—the sens
ity remains flat with frequency, just at a different level.

The presence of the sensor close to the BM might p
turb cochlear mechanics. In Olson~2001! the perturbation
was shown to be small but sometimes measurable, by
ducing small changes in the CAP response.

Sensor positioning in ST can influence the measu
ments. The sensor was aimed to face the basilar memb
based on extracochlear landmarks and the degree of a
centering varies among experiments.

Based on our evaluation, the sensors operate linearly
do not introduce distortion. The stiffness of the sensor
theory is primarily due to the stiffness of the air gap betwe
the membrane and optic fiber, with a value of;1 – 2 Pa/nm
~Olson, 1998!. This stiffness is linear. Another stiffness, o
similar size ~theoretically slightly smaller! as the air gap
stiffness, is the bending stiffness of the membrane. W
driving at 80 dB SPL, the intracochlear pressure is;110 dB,
corresponding to;6 Pa. This would produce;3 – 6 nm mo-
tion of the sensitive membrane. The thickness of the me
brane is ;1 mm, so the motion is a small fraction
(;0.5%) of the membrane thickness. At extremely hi
stimulus levels~large enough to produce intracochlear pre
sures of 130 dB and above! the motion will be large enough
that the membrane’s stiffness might begin to become non
ear.@This nonlinearity is due to the geometry, not stretchi
the membrane material beyond its elastic limit~Timoshenko,
1959; Gummeret al., 1981!.# Several observations rule ou
the membrane as producing the distortion measured here~1!
DPs could be measured even when one of the primaries
very small~which happened when a primary was nulled d
to a slow-wave, fast-wave cancellation!; ~2! the size of the
DPs decreased with the distance from the BM even when
primaries were in the fast-wave frequency region and did
decrease with distance;~3! in general, the DPs were large
close to the sensory tissue in the ST than they were in the
even when the primaries were of similar size in the tw
scalae. Figure 1 illustrates point~3!. It shows the response in
SV to two equal-intensity tones of 80 dB SPL in the e
canal. Any distortion is beneath the noise level, which is
dB beneath the level of the two tones. This specific case
taken from a cochlea that was not in excellent condit
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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~based on the degree of compression in the single-tone
sponses and CAP thresholds! and these data do not reflect
general lack of measurable distortion in SV. The purpose
Fig. 1 is to illustrate the lack of mechanical distortion in t
sensor and sound system.

C. Stimuli

Stimuli were single or two pure tones, 1–2 seconds
duration. Stimulation levels refer to the sound pressure le
of each tone in the ear canal. Two-tone stimuli were gen
ated digitally ~TDT system II or III! and delivered via a
closed system by a single Radio Shack tweeter. Two-t
DPs measured in a cavity were at least 70 dB less than
primaries when the primary level was 100 dB SPL.

FIG. 1. Absence of system distortion. These data show the SV pres
response measured next to the stapes with two equal-intensity tones
dB SPL delivered to the ear canal (f 1522.2 kHz,f 2524.5 kHz,f 2 / f 1

51.1). This specific case was a cochlea (E2) that was not in exce
condition and these data do not reflect a general lack of measurable d
tion in SV. The purpose of the figure is to illustrate the lack of mechan
distortion in the sensor and sound system.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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The frequencies of the two tones were either swept fr
low to high with a fixed ratio, or were set so thatf 1 , f 2 or
2 f 12 f 2 was equal to the BF at the recording position,
different ratios. Figure 2 illustrates the stimulus pattern
the BM, showing a cartoon of a two-tone excitation patte
for a stimulus level of 50 dB SPL. The 2f 12 f 25BF condi-
tion is shown in the left panel, thef 15BF condition in the
middle and thef 25BF condition on the right. Upper panel
illustrate a smallf 2 / f 1 ratio ~1.05!, the lower panels a rela
tively large ratio ~1.25!. When the ratio is small, there i
almost a complete overlap of the response to the two prim
tones, and a substantial overlap of the DPs as well. At
ratio of 1.25, which is the highest ratio used, the overlap
much less. The basal overlapping region will be broade
higher stimulus levels. For example, Kimet al.’s ~1980! Fig.
2 indicates a large degree of basal overlap at levels of 64
74 dB SPL.

D. Analytical methods

The pressure responses were time averaged and
lyzed via Fourier transform offline usingMATLAB .

A discussion of phase requires a suitable refere
phase. For single-tone measurements, the phase referen
typically the phase of the stimulus: of stapes motion, or
canal pressure or SV pressure close to the stapes, for
ample. However, the DP frequencies are not present in
stimulus and such a convenient reference does not exis
many two-tone studies the stimulus is set so that the prim
phases both50° in the ear canal, and then the phase ref
ence can be taken to be 0°. In our studies we either refere
the DPs to the SV pressure measured near the stapes or
local ST pressure. These primary phases generally are
0°. In order to find a suitable reference phase for each
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FIG. 2. Cartoon of a two-tone excitation pattern for frequencies around BF. A cartoon of the responses to single tones of frequencyf 1 , f 2 and two distortion
component frequencies gives an idea of the degree of overlap of these excitation patterns, and their longitudinal position relative to the recordingposition. The
patterns are shown for two differentf 2 / f 1 ratios. The excitation patterns off 1 and f 2 are shown as solid lines, of 2f 12 f 2 and 2 f 22 f 1 as dotted lines. The
2 f 12 f 25BF condition is shown in the left panel, thef 15BF in the middle and thef 25BF condition on the right. Upper panels illustrate a smallf 2 / f 1 ratio
~1.05!, the lower panels a relatively large ratio~1.25!. @Regarding the construction of the cartoon: The excitation patterns are based on single-tone fre
sweep data at a stimulus level of 50 dB SPL from animal W43, after smoothing and eliminating the fast-wave plateau. To transform the frequency
to a spatial excitation pattern we used the assumption~scaling symmetry! that the tuningQ of the BM is similar at different frequencies. We then genera
a family of responses, with each member peaking at a different frequency and corresponding to a different longitudinal location along the coce
longitudinal locations were determined using the place-frequency map of the gerbil cochlea~Muller, 1996!. The family of response curves was used to re
off the response to a single frequency at different longitudinal locations, generating the plot of response versus position, the ‘‘excitation pattern’’ of the
response. This is a standard transformation used in cochlear models, e.g. Geisler and Cai~1996!.#
3001and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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FIG. 3. Characteristics of two-tone distortion components produced by a simple compressive nonlinearity.~a! The nonlinear function is a simple compressiv
nonlinearity, offset to increase its generality and be more similar to OHC input–output curves~Kros et al., 1995!. For illustrative purposes, the nonlinearit
takes velocity as an input and outputs force, but these specific inputs and outputs are not important to the general results. The parameters used inonlinear
function are exp51/3, A563 pN, vw51 mm/s, v05200mm/s andA05370 pN. ~b! The output of the nonlinearity in the time domain for a two-tone inp
with amplitudesL15L251000mm/s. ~c! The same output in a frequency domain amplitude plot shows the characteristic stair–step response. The
distortion products at frequenciesf 11n( f 22 f 1) (n an integer! are circled.~d! The frequency domain phases of the two-tone distortion productsf 11n( f 2

2 f 1) referred to the phases of the output at the primary frequencies in the combinationf11n(f22f1). The phases, so referenced, are always 0° or 1
~i.e., 0 or 0.5 cycle.! Note that20.5 and 0.5 cycle are the same phase.
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we use some basic rules about nonlinear system respons
brief mathematical interlude follows, which provides a bac
ground for understanding the phase reference.

The instantaneous nonlinear system response of an i
signal of the form@A cos(a)1Bcos(b)#, wherea andb have
the form vt1f, (a, b5phases,v5radial frequency,f
5phase offset!, will output a waveform composed of com
ponents whose phases are combinations of the input ph
The particular combinations can be found by first expand
the nonlinear process in a power series. After the input sig
is processed by the nonlinearity, the resultant output serie
again expanded using cosine rules~Duifhuis, 1989!. Follow-
ing these two expansions a nonlinear process might be fo
to produce a component with a phase of, for example,a
2b. The frequency of this component is 2va2vb and the
phase offset is 2fa2fb . The nonlinearity will produce DPs
whose phase offsets, when referenced to the primary p
offsets in the same combination as the combination of
mary frequencies in the DP frequency, are 0°~or 180° to
allow for interpreting a DP coefficient with a negative sig
via phase!. ~Usually the ‘‘phase offset’’ is referred to as th
‘‘phase,’’ and this convention is followed in the rest of th
paper.! More discussion along these lines is in Weiss a
Leong ~1985!, who analyzed the harmonic output of a com
pressive nonlinearity when the input was a pure tone.
3002 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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Because this concept is important to the analysis of
data, we illustrate it with a simple model. Figure 3 shows
family of DPs produced by running a two-tone stimul
through an instantaneous compressive nonlinearity. The n
linearity was conceived as a BM velocity-to-OHC forc
transducer, based on the results that in a macromecha
sense the active force has the character of a~negative! resis-
tance ~Kolston, 2000; de Boer and Nuttall, 2000; Sher
2001!, at least at frequencies close to the peak@Fig. 3~a!#.
However, this aspect of the nonlinearity is not critical; t
important aspect is that an input~which could be anything—
displacement, velocity, current, voltage, etc.! gives rise to an
instantaneous output~force, displacement, voltage, etc.! that
scales compressively with the input. The functional form
the nonlinearity we use in our model is included in the fi
ure. The output of the nonlinearity for a two-toneL15L2

input is shown in Fig. 3~b! ~time domain! and 3~c! ~fre-
quency domain amplitudes!. In Fig. 3~d!, the frequency do-
main phases of the DPs are plotted. The phases were refe
to the phases of the output at the primary frequencies, in
combination as described above.~For example, the phase o
the DP at the frequency of 3f 124 f 2 was referenced to the
phase 3f124f2 .) The amplitude of the DP family forms a
symmetric stair–step response. The phases are either 0
180° ~0 or 60.5 cycles! and in general the phase alternat
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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between these two values. The precise functional form of
nonlinearity is not critical to these aspects of the output.
example, nonlinearities that more closely mimic the m
sured form of the OHC displacement-current transducer
are steeper or shallower functions, give similar results.
the other hand, the pattern is not absolute: offsets in
nonlinear function can produce changes, for example, sin
DPs might be greatly reduced. Sometimes the neat alte
tion between 0° and 180° falters, as observed in Fig. 3.
will see the stair–step DPs in many of our results, similar
the distortion families shown in Robleset al. ~1997!. More
complicated distortion families are typically seen in cochle
emissions ~Kemp and Brown, 1983!, likely because the
whole cochlea participates in generating and propaga
those. WhenL1 or L2 is increased in value, predictab
changes in the stair–step pattern occur, based on the si
nonlinear system response~Engebretson and Eldredge, 196
Faheyet al., 2000!. Most notably, an increase inL2 is ex-
pected to cause decreases in the low-side DPs, and a
creases inL1 is expected to cause decreases in the high-
DPs. The size of the low-side DPs asL1 becomes greate
than L2 , and of the high-side DPs asL2 becomes greate
thanL1 can be an increase or a decrease, depending on
particularL1 , L2 sizes with respect to the parameters of t
nonlinearity. Offsets of the nonlinearity can lead to lev
dependent notches~Fahey et al., 2000; Lukashkinet al.,
2002!.

In our experiment the input of the nonlinearity~perhaps
stereocilia displacement?! is not accessible, and instead w
use either the primary members of the local ST pressure
family, or the SV primary pressures~measured near th
stapes! to construct the reference. It is useful to consid
these references: DefineFdt and Fdv as the phase of a DP
measured in the ST pressure close to the BM and refere
to ST or SV pressure primaries. The DP will have frequen
f 11n( f 22 f 1), where n is a positive or negative intege
(n5the DP number, exceptn50, n51 correspond not to the
DPs but the primaries andn52 is the first high-side DP
2 f 22 f 1 . n521 is the first low-side DP, 2f 12 f 2 .) The
referenced phase of each DP is found as

Fdt–n5fdt–n2$f t11n~f t22f t1!% ~ST reference!, ~1!

Fdv –n5fdt–n2$fv11n~fv22fv1!% ~SV reference!.

~2!

(fdt–n is the phase of the DP of numbern measured close to

the sensory tissue in ST,f t1 and f t2 are the phases of ST
primaries 1 and 2, andfv1 and fv2 are the phases of SV
primaries 1 and 2.!

The distortion referenced to the SV pressure at
stapes can be rewritten in terms ofFdt :

Fdv –n5Fdt–n1~f t12fv1!1n$~f t22fv2!2~f t12fv1!%.

~3!

The third term,n$(f t22fv2)2(f t12fv1)%, is equal to
n times the difference in the traveling wave phase of the t
primaries. This difference will be small for a low primar
ratio, and in that case the third term will be small. Then
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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first two terms of the expression,Fdv –n5Fdt–n1(f t1

2fv1), show that the phase of the distortion referenced
the SV phase can be interpreted as the phase of the disto
referenced to ST phase plus the single-tone traveling w
phase (f t12fv1). The phase of the distortion referenced
ST phase will reflect the relationship between the ST pr
sure and the nonlinear force and will be influenced
whether the measured distortion was locally generated
traveled from a more apical or basal location. What the d
reveal about these relationships will be discussed below.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results from five animals~W34, W43, W45, E1 and
W48! are shown in this contribution, and others show
similar results. In the experiments reported here the intra
chlear pressure responses to pure tones in ST close to
BM were compressively nonlinear at frequencies close to
BF and the responses remained stable for several hours.
two-tone data from these preparations were consistent
each other, although not every dimension of the meas
ment ~frequency sweep, variation with distance from BM
etc.! was made in every animal. The CAP thresholds of th
animals were healthy following the initial surgery
;30– 40 dB SPL at 20 kHz,;20– 30 dB SPL at the mos
sensitive frequencies (;1 – 16 kHz) and increasing steep
for frequencies above 30 kHz. The shape of this CAP thre
old tuning curve is similar to the behavioral threshold cur
for a gerbil~Ryan, 1976! but elevated by;20 dB, likely due
to the different categories of measurement~Muller, 1996!.
Making the holes to the cochlea is the most invasive a
potentially damaging step of the procedure and the exp
ments reported here were selected because this step wa
complished without substantial CAP threshold elevation.
several animals in order to minimize early damage the
hole was not made until after most of the ST data had b
collected. Then the SV hole was made and SV pressure c
to the stapes measured, primarily to provide a phase re
ence. Thresholds in W43 and W48 were elevated by 5 dB
frequencies around 20 kHz after making the ST hole, and
W48 were elevated by 30 dB after several hours of exp
mentation with both ST and SV holes. Thresholds in E1 w
elevated by 15 dB at frequencies around 20 kHz after m
ing the ST and SV holes. Thresholds in W45 were not av
able after making the ST hole due to failure of the CA
electrode, but the single tone responses remained comp
sively nonlinear throughout the experiment.

A. Observations on single-tone responses

The responses to single-tone stimuli are describ
briefly below. These responses preface our description
two-tone responses by providing a review of the basic pr
sure response in healthy cochleae. Intracochlear pressur
sponses to single-tone stimuli are described in more deta
Olson ~1998, 1999, 2001!.

Figure 4~a! shows the spatial variations in the ST pre
sure close to the BM in response to 50 dB SPL stimuli~Ani-
mal W43!. Spatial pressure variations are proportional
fluid acceleration. At frequencies close to the pressure p
3003and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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FIG. 4. Single-tone tuning characteristics in ST in the first turn of the gerbil cochlea~W43!. ~a!, ~b! ST pressure amplitude and phase~relative to the pressure
in SV close to the stapes! with a stimulus level in the ear canal of 50 dB SPL, measured over the range of distances from the BM indicated in the
Spatial pressure variations indicate fluid motion.~c! ~d! ST pressure measured 15mm from the BM, with the stimulus level varying from 30 to 80 dB SP
in the ear canal. Pressure amplitude gain~ST pressure/ear canal pressure, expressed in dB! and phase relative to the SV pressure. The greatest total p
change in the pressure is roughly two cycles due to the domination of the fast-wave pressure at frequencies somewhat above the peak. The legees
the sound pressure levels in the ear canal. The pressure scales nonlinearly with stimulus level in the region of the peak.
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the large spatial variations in pressure~from one curve to the
next! reflect the large fluid~and therefore BM! motions at
these frequencies. At frequencies below the peak the pres
comes down, and the spatial variations are small. The la
pressure value above the peak is due to the cochlear
wave, and the very small spatial variations at frequenc
above the peak reflect the small motions at those frequen
As a brief review of the fast wave: when the stapes plun
in and out of the cochlea, the pressure difference in coch
fluid between ST and SV vibrates the OC. The OC respo
elastically, initiating the cochlear traveling wave—the ‘‘slo
wave.’’ Because of the compressibility of the fluid, the ex
tation of the cochlea by the stapes also gives rise to a~much
smaller! compressional fluid motion—a sound wave, know
as the ‘‘fast-wave.’’ Peterson and Bogart~1950! discussed
the fast and slow waves quantitatively in a one-dimensio
~1-D! cochlear model. 2-D and 3-D models show that e
nescent modes are also present. The evanescent mode
like the fast wave in being closely tied to the stapes mot
but like the slow wave because they are associated with b
noncompressional fluid motion~Steele and Taber, 1979
Watts, 2000!. These modes are generally small.

Returning to the results of Fig. 4~a!: close to the BM
~within ;30mm) at frequencies below and through the B
(;19 kHz), and more so at low stimulus levels, the slo
wave is substantially larger than the fast wave and a
quency sweep traces out the familiar basal-turn tuning cu
amplitude, and phase, of the cochlear traveling wave~Robles
and Ruggero, 2001!. This is apparent in the 15mm position
of Fig. 4~a! at frequencies below 23 kHz. Somewhat abo
the BF ~frequencies greater than;22 kHz) the vibration is
dominated by the fast wave, which is apparent in the plat
3004 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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in both amplitude and phase. The spatial variations in pr
sure identify the frequency regions of relatively large flu
motion as beginning about an octave below the BF peak
ending about a quarter octave above it. Notches can arise
to fast-wave/slow-wave cancellation, most prominently
Fig. 4~a! at 16 kHz, 120mm. The fluid pressures associate
with the slow wave decrease as they spread into the coch
fluid and the phase accumulation decreases with dista
away from the sensory tissue, until it causes only a sm
ripple in the phase (;15 kHz region at 120, 160mm posi-
tions! on the ‘‘background’’ fluid pressure of the fast wav
~Note that even close to the BM the pressure phase accu
lates less in the pressure than it does in BM motion~Robles
and Ruggero, 2001!. The relatively small phase accumula
tion can be simply understood as being due to the relativ
large fast-wave pressure, which dominates the trave
wave pressure at frequencies somewhat above the peak.
wave pressure is comparable in size to slow-wave press
but fast-wave motion is much smaller than slow-wave m
tion.!

Figures 4~c! and 4~d! show a frequency sweep, ampl
tude gain~amplitude relative to stimulus level! and phase, in
the same animal at a distance 15mm from the BM and at
stimulus levels between 30 and 80 dB. The amplitude g
close to the BF increased by 21 dB as the stimulus le
decreased over this range. The boosting of the respons
low levels is apparent in the region of the peak; at frequ
cies above and below the peak the response scaled line
Figure 5 shows frequency sweeps of the pressure in S
25 mm from the BM at different sound pressure levels fro
animal W45.@This figure is just like Figs. 4~c! and 4~d! in a
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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different animal.# The gain of the cochlear amplifier is 18 d
between 50 and 90 dB SPL. Results from this animal a
position are used to illustrate several of our two-tone obs
vations.

FIG. 5. Single-tone tuning characteristics in ST in the first turn of the ge
cochlea~W45, 25mm from BM!. ST pressure with stimulus levels of 30 t
90 dB SPL in the ear canal. Two-tone results from this animal are use
illustrate several of the studies.~a! Pressure amplitude gain relative to SP
in the ear canal.~b! Phase relative to the pressure responses in SV nea
stapes.
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B. Introduction to observations on two-tone
distortion

Figure 6 introduces the two-tone pressure data, show
two-tone distortion measurements in the frequency dom
The results are from the 25mm position of animal W45 at
stimulus levels (L15L2) of 60 and 80 dB SPL. The uppe
panels show results whenf 2 and f 1 were chosen such tha
2 f 12 f 25BF (;18 kHz), the lower panels such thatf 2

5BF. The component at BF is circled. The level and num
of DPs increased with the stimulus sound pressure leve
family of DPs was present with the smaller ratio, with th
stair–step shape predicted in Fig. 3. The center-of-weigh
the family shifted from the low side to the high side whe
the primaries shifted from a little above BF (2f 12 f 2

5BF) to a little below BF (f 25BF) in frequency, indicating
that the members of the DP family were subsequently filte
by the cochlea’s single-tone tuning. We will return to this
Fig. 9. With the larger ratio~1.15! only low-side DPs were
present for the 2f 12 f 25BF condition, likely because the
distortion was generated further basal~at the f 2 , f 1 overlap
region! and the high-side DPs were filtered from the reco
ing position by the sharp high frequency cut-off of the c
chlea’s single-tone tuning.

The 2 f 12 f 2 response was a few dB greater than thef 1

response when it was at the BF@Fig. 6~c!#, at the ratio of
1.15 and the stimulus level of 60 dB SPL. In the BM motio
measurements of Robleset al. ~1997! at a ratio of 1.25 and
measuring at the 2f 12 f 2 position, it was shown that the
2 f 12 f 2 DP could be present whenf 2 was beneath the nois
floor, and even when bothf 2 and f 1 were beneath the nois
floor. This was a conclusive observation that the DP w
produced at a distant location and traveled to the meas
ment position. In our experiments, the background fast-w
pressure obscures such an observation. The primary freq

il

to

he
or
t

rved,
FIG. 6. Two-tone pressure responses in ST in the frequency domain~W45, 25mm from BM!. The stimulus was two equal-intensity primary tones of 60
80 dB SPL in the ear canal. The upper panels show the results~amplitude of the response spectrum in dB SPL! when f 1 and f 2 were chosen such tha
2 f 12 f 25BF (;18 kHz), with f 2 / f 151.05~a!, ~b! and f 2 / f 151.15~c!, ~d!. The lower panels show the results whenf 2 was chosen such thatf 25BF, with
f 2 / f 151.05 ~e!, ~f! and f 2 / f 151.15 ~g!, ~h!. The component at BF is circled. With the low-ratio stimulus a stair–step distortion product family is obse
as predicted by the simple nonlinearity of Fig. 3. At the larger ratio relatively fewer distortion components are visible. Forf 2 / f 151.15 and 2f 12 f 25BF, it
can be seen by referring to Figs. 4 and 5 thatf 2 and f 1 are in the fast-wave dominated region where BM velocity~reflected in pressure gradients! is small
while the ‘‘background’’ fast-wave pressure is large.
3005and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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cies at the ratio of 1.15 are 21 kHz and 24.4 kHz. The sing
tone results of Fig. 5 illustrate that these frequencies w
above the peak, in the fast-wave frequency region.

It is interesting to consider what the motion respon
~or pressure response without the background fast wave! are
in the time domain: A two-tone stimulus produces
amplitude-modulated beating pattern, with the envelope
the difference frequency,f 22 f 1 . When the upper primary
tone is well above the local BF, the beating envelope of
motion response would not be maintained in a linear coch
because only the lower frequency primary would be pres
in the motion. In contrast, in a healthy, nonlinear cochl
because of the large 2f 12 f 2 DP, the beating envelope woul
be maintained farther down the cochlea. A chain of nonlin
interactions might keep the envelope going.@For that matter,
the f 22 f 1 component itself can be present in the nonline
mechanical response~Kim et al., 1980; Cooper and Rhode
1997.!#

The observations shown here and below use stimu
levels of 60–90 dB SPL. Although these levels are relativ
high, the two-tone distortion measured is nevertheless at
uted to nonlinearity in the cochlea’s active OHC force.
verify the physiological basis of the two-tone distortion, w
measured it pre- and post-mortem in ST pressure close to
BM, at a stimulus level ofL15L2580 dB. We found that
DPs that were 30 dB out of the noise just pre-mortem h
dropped below the noise level one half hour post-morte
Avan et al. ~2003! and Lukashkinet al. ~2002! have argued
that high and low level distortion likely arises from the sam
source. The studies by Avan et al. as well as studies revie
in Kiang et al. ~1986!, and others, have identified the OH
as the source of cochlear nonlinearity. Referring to
single-tone data of Figs. 4 and 5, the response is compres
over the 60–80 or 90 dB SPL stimulus levels. In a compr
sively nonlinear cochlea at very high stimulus levels the
sponse at theprimary frequencies scales almost linearl
However, this does not mean that the response is ‘‘linear
those levels, since distortion caused by the saturation of
nonlinear force will still be present. The relatively high
stimulus-level distortion is emphasized here simply beca
the whole family of DPs could be studied; at stimulus lev
below 60 dB sometimes only the 2f 12 f 2 DP emerged from
the noise, and below 50 dB even it could not be detec
Two-tone distortion in BM motion was detectable at low
stimulus levels~Robles et al., 1997; Cooper and Rhode
1997!, most certainly due to a lower noise floor.

Several characteristics of the two-tone distortion are
lustrated and discussed in the sections that follow. We sh
variations with distance from the BM~illustrated in Fig. 7!,
variations with primary ratio~Fig. 8! and DP tuning~Figs.
9–12!. Finally, in Fig. 13 we return to individual distortion
families to discuss the DP phase.

C. Two-tone distortion: Variations with distance
from the BM

Two-tone distortion is produced in the organ of Cor
The resulting distorted motion of the BM will produce flu
motions that spread into the cochlear fluid. Like the press
field close to a speaker, this pressure disturbance will ha
3006 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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near-field and a far-field component, with the distance
which the near-field dominates; the dimension of the
source. Figure 7 shows how the ST primary and 2f 12 f 2 and
2 f 22 f 1 DP amplitude@Figs. 7~a!–7~c!# and phase@Figs.
7~d!–7~e!# vary with distance from the BM. Measuremen
were made approximately every 20mm up to a 200mm
depth. Results from two animals are shown in Fig. 7, and
designated by the subscriptsi ~E1! and i i ~W34!. Figures
7~g!–7~i! use these results to find how the fluid velocity va
ies with distance from the BM. Fluid velocity was calculate
from pairs of pressure measurements at adjacent position
vfluid' ( i /vr)“p wherev is the angular frequency andr is
the fluid density~Olson, 1998!. The results shown are with
an equal-intensity stimulus level of 80 dB SPL, and results
60 dB SPL were similar. The primary ratio was 1.1 for an
mal E1 and 1.05 for animal W34. Within each three panel
@e.g., Figs. 7~a!–7~c!#, the left panel corresponds to stimulu
conditions such that 2f 12 f 2 is equal to the BF of the re
cording position~where BF was chosen based on the lo
stimulus-level single-tone responses!, the middle panel cor-
responds to stimulus conditions such thatf 15BF and the
right panel corresponds to stimulus conditions such thaf 2

5BF. Several aspects of these data are notable. Most o
ous is that the primaries fall off less rapidly than the DPs.
general, both DPs drop steadily, in some cases reaching
noise level, whereas the primaries level off. The level off
the primaries is due to the background cochlear fast-w
pressure that basically fills the cochlea, as discussed ab
Bii and Cii show a 20 dB notch in the response of one of
primaries, presumably due to a fast-wave/slow-wave can
lation. The DPs were unperturbed by the notches that
curred in the primaries. This immunity is reassuring, as
confirms that the distortion was not generated by the pres
sensor.

We were interested in using the variations in fluid pre
sure and fluid velocity amplitude with depth to explore t
hypothesis that the 2f 22 f 1 DP would decay differently with
distance from the BM than the 2f 12 f 2 DP. This hypothesis
was based on the idea that 2f 12 f 2 is generated in a part o
the cochlea where it is able to produce its own travel
wave, whereas the 2f 22 f 1 DP is generated in a regio
slightly apical of its own BF place, and would therefore be
nonpropagating disturbance. A nonpropagating disturba
might be expected to decay with distance differently tha
traveling wave disturbance. As a background to this exp
tation: In 2-D models of the cochlea the penetration~decay!
depth of the wave in the fluid is proportional to waveleng
~de Boer, 1984!. However, the results from a previous stud
~Olson, 1999! showed that the 2-D model penetration pred
tion was not borne out for the response to single tones
that study the penetration depth was found to be appr
mately equal for tone frequencies corresponding to a w
range of traveling wave wavelength. The interpretation
those results was that the decay with depth was influen
more by the finite width of the BM than by the wavelengt
If the width is the governing feature of penetration dep
then the penetration of DPs and primaries might be able
identify a multimodal BM motion. Investigations of BM mo
tion have shown that the electrically evoked BM motion
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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FIG. 7. Spatial variations of ST pressure primaries and DPs~W34, E1). f 1 , f 2 and the 2f 12 f 2 and 2 f 22 f 1 DPs are shown as a function of distance fro
the BM. Results from two animals are shown; E1 , with BF 21 kHz, is labeled with subscripti and W34, with BF 18 kHz, is labeled with subscripti i . Dashed
lines indicate the noise floor. Both of the primaries were set at 80 dB SPL, withf 2 / f 151.1 for E1 andf 2 / f 151.05 for W34. The upper panels~a!–~c! show
the pressure amplitudes, the middle panels~d!–~f! show the phase~not referenced to anything—only the changes with distance are meaningful! and the lower
panels~g!–~i! show the fluid velocity amplitude~the component in the direction perpendicular to the pressure sensor’s approach! derived from the amplitude
and phase data. Within each three panel set the primary frequencies are varied such that 2f 12 f 25BF ~a!, ~d!, ~g!, f 15BF ~b!, ~e!, ~h! and f 25BF ~c!, ~f!,
~i!. The pressure primaries, but not the pressure DPs, exhibit plateaus and notches in amplitude that are attributed to the fast-wave and fast-wav-wave
cancellation. The fluid velocities of the primaries and the fluid velocities of the DPs fall-off similarly with distance from the BM.
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bimodal across the width of the BM~Xue et al., 1995; Nuttal
et al., 1999!. In contrast, the response to single-tone acou
stimulation has usually been found to be unimodal across
width of the BM ~Cooper, 2000; Rhode and Recio, 2000!,
with the exception being the near-BF results of Nilsen a
Russell~1999!. The active force that gives rise to DPs migh
like the electrically elicited motion, produce a bimodal d
turbance across the BM. In the same way that the pres
decays more rapidly from a dipole source than from a mo
pole source~Beranek, 1993!, the decay from a bimodal dis
turbance would be more rapid than from a unimodal dist
bance. A DP that is based on a bimodal disturbance that d
not propagate~high-frequency-side DP! would be expected
to decay more rapidly in the fluid than components t
launch or are associated with a traveling wave~the primaries
and low-frequency-side DPs!. The fluid velocity@Figs. 7~g!–
7~i!# is more useful than pressure for this comparison si
the fast wave is effectively canceled out when taking
pressure differences to find fluid velocity; then the primar
can be included in the comparison. In general, the 2f 1

2 f 2 , 2 f 22 f 1 , and f 1 and f 2 components all have a simila
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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falloff in fluid velocity @Figs. 7~g!–7~i!, i and ii#. The similar
decays of primary and high- and low-side DP velocity r
ported here support the idea that the width of the BM is
governing dimension for penetration, and does not give
indication that these different components have differ
mode shapes.

The phase data plotted in Fig. 7 are not referenced
anything so only the variations with distance are meaning
not the absolute values.@Elsewhere in this paper the D
phases are referenced to either ST or SV primary phases
this figure, it made more sense to plot the unreferenced ph
and concentrate on variations with distance because
stimuli ( f 1 , f 2 , their phases! were identical for all the data
within a panel.# The primary components change smooth
and little, except in the region of a notch@ii of Figs. 7~e! and
7~f!# where expected 180° interference jumps are observ
All the DPs have a gradual phase increase with distance
can be as large as 1/3 of a cycle, 120°, over the 200
crometers of measurement. In a 2-D, short-wave coch
model, phase variation with depth is related to an amplitu
decrease or increase in the direction of wave travel.@See the
3007and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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FIG. 8. Dependence of ST pressure DPs 2f 12 f 2 and 2 f 22 f 1 on primary frequencies andf 2 / f 1 ratio ~W45, 25mm from BM!. L15L2 ~solid lines! and
L15L2110 ~dotted lines! were the stimulus levels used, withL2560, 70 and 80 dB SPL. The upper panels show the pressure response at 2f 12 f 2 ; the lower
panels show the response at 2f 22 f 1 . The ratio is on thex axis of these plots and DP amplitude~in dB SPL! is on they axis except for the far right panels
which plot the DP phase. The left panels show the case in which 2f 12 f 2 was at the BF~18 kHz!. To the right of those is the case in whichf 15BF, and then
the case in whichf 25BF. The phase plots on the right also correspond to the casef 25BF. ~The phase is referenced to the ST pressure primaries. Only
f 25BF phases are shown as then both primaries are slow-wave dominated, which is necessary to make this referencing meaningful.! In order to emphasize
the influence of the DP frequency on the trends we find, the DP frequency, 2f 12 f 2 or 2 f 22 f 1 is indicated on a secondary axis in the center of the plot.
the case in which 2f 12 f 25BF, the f 2 frequency is indicated on this axis.
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discussion of the solution to Laplace’s equation (¹2p50) in
a 2-D fluid in de Boer, 1984.# However, given the inability of
the 2-D model to predict amplitude variations, a 3-D mod
is probably also required to interpret the phase.

The decay-with-depth of DP pressure is related to
question of whether the distortion reaches the stapes thro
the fluid pressure~as opposed to/in addition to a reverse tra
eling wave on the OC! to generate emissions. The DPs dec
steadily over the 200 micrometers in depth that they w
measured, to become pressures that are 20–30 dB sm
than they were close to the BM. At this point, the distortio
were in some cases dropping beneath the noise level of
system at;50 dB SPL (2f 22 f 1 in Figs. 7~a!i and 7~c!i!,
although in other cases they are at; a 70 dB SPL level
@2 f 12 f 2 in all panels but ii of Fig. 7~a!#. The stapes is abou
1 mm distant from the recording position. Extrapolating t
data of Fig. 7, the emissions will be reduced at least ano
20–30 dB over a distance of 1 mm, to levels of;20– 50 dB
SPL. Reverse transmission through the gerbil middle
probably produces about 20–30 dB of attenuation. This
based on measurements in a guinea pig~Magnan et al.,
1997!, and the;30 dB gain of forward transmission~Olson,
1998!. Therefore, it is feasible that the distortion pressu
would be large enough at the stapes to generate measu
emissions by this route. Studies by Ren~2004! showed a fast
stimulation of the stapes by the 2f 12 f 2 DP, presumably
through the fluid pressure. Further work is required to und
stand the relative contributions of the direct fluid route a
reverse-traveling-wave route to cochlear emissions.

D. Two-tone distortion: Variations with primary ratio
around BF

Figure 8 shows the DPs as a function of ratio of t
primaries. Results from W45 are shown, at a distance 25mm
from the BM. L15L2 and L15L2110 were the stimulus
3008 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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levels used, withL2560, 70 and 80 dB. The ratio is on thex
axis of these plots, and the DP amplitude~in dB SPL! is on
the y axis, except for the far right panels, which plot the D
phase~relative to the primaries measured in ST! for the f 2

5BF stimulus condition. The left panels show the case
which 2 f 12 f 2 was at the BF~18 kHz!. To the right of those
is the case in whichf 15BF, and then the case in whichf 2

5BF. The upper panels show 2f 12 f 2 ; the lower panels
show 2f 22 f 1 . Referring to Fig. 2, as the ratio increases, t
region of primary overlap decreases. The distance betw
the DP best places and the overlap position also increase
order to clarify the relationship between the BF and the f
quencies at play, the DP frequency, 2f 12 f 2 or 2 f 22 f 1 ,
corresponding to the ratios, are indicated in the center of
plot. For the case where 2f 12 f 25BF, the f 2 frequency is
indicated on this axis.

~1! 2 f 12 f 25BF ~left column!. The high-side, 2f 22 f 1 DP
~lower panel! decreased very rapidly with an increase
ratio. Compared to the 2f 22 f 1 DP, the amplitude of
2 f 12 f 2 ~upper panel! decreased much less rapidly wit
an increase in ratio. However, at the lowest stimu
level ~60 dB!, this DP did decrease rapidly for ratio
above 1.15. This decrease and its level dependence a
with results of other investigators~Cooper and Rhode
1997; Robleset al., 1997!. The effect of raisingL1 level
so thatL15L2110 was a general decrease of the hi
side 2f 22 f 1 DP. This is the expected behavior of th
nonlinearity, following the discussion of Fig. 3.

The rapid decline in the high-side DP with increa
ing ratio is likely due to the combined effects of decrea
ing overlap region and single-tone filtering. The 2f 2

2 f 1 DP’s best-place was basal to the cut-off frequen
of the recording location, increasingly so as the ra
increased. The gradual decline in 2f 12 f 2 with ratio can
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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only be due to the decrease in the overlap region
cause, in contrast to the 2f 22 f 1 DP, the 2f 12 f 2 DP’s
best place was at the recording position.

~2! f 25BF ~right two columns!. In this case the observatio
place was approximately at the distortion generation s
assuming that the generation site is wheref 1 and f 2 re-
sponses spatially overlap and are both large. Thef 2

2 f 1 DP decreased slowly with the increase in ratio. T
amplitude of the 2f 12 f 2 DP had a zig–zag shape as t
ratio increased. The 2f 22 f 1 phase changed little with
ratio compared with the 2f 12 f 2 phase, which change
smoothly by almost a cycle as ratio increased from 1
to 1.25. When L1 was increased so thatL15L2

110 dB, the high-side DP decreased as expected,
lowing the discussion of Fig. 3. Another effect of raisin
the level ofL1 was that the high-side DP became almo
unchanging with ratio. The low side 2f 12 f 2 DP in-
creased whenL1 increased. Its zig–zag shape was
minished, being replaced by a gradual decline with ra
and the phase flattened out.

2 f 22 f 1 is expected to be mainly a nonpropagati
disturbance because its best place is basal to the rec
ing position. In contrast, once generated, the 2f 12 f 2

can travel apically towards its own best place. The m
sured 2f 12 f 2 could be a summation of the local non
linear generator component and a reflection compon
from close to the 2f 12 f 2 best place~Brown et al.,
1996; Talmadgeet al., 1999!. In line with this, the zig–
zag amplitude variation of 2f 12 f 2 with ratio is sugges-
tive of interference. In this conceptual framework, t
‘‘smoothing’’ effect ~on the amplitude and phase of th
2 f 12 f 2 DP! of raising theL1 level relative toL2 sug-
gests that the generator component dominated the re
tion component under those stimulus conditions~Mauer-
mann and Kollmeier, 2004!. The increasing phase wit
ratio for theL15L2 condition reinforces the idea that th
2 f 12 f 2 DP is in part arising from a distant location. A
Fig. 3 showed, a phase of a half cycle is expected
both the 2f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 DPs, at the output of a
simple nonlinearity. The phase of the 2f 12 f 2 DP gradu-
ally departed from the half cycle phase as the ratio
increased. This gradual departure might be due to
DP, or some fraction of it, being nonlocally generate
This might be the reflection component of the distortio
from the region of the 2f 12 f 2 best place. The 2f 2

2 f 1 DPs do not depart from the half cycle phase ve
much as the ratio is increased, suggesting that this
tortion was dominated by a local nonlinear genera
component.

~3! f 15BF ~second column from the left!. In this case the
observation place was between thef 2 best place and the
2 f 12 f 2 best place. At the low ratio of 1.05, the amp
tudes of 2f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 were nearly the same. A
the higher ratio the 2f 22 f 1 DP dropped off rapidly, but
not as rapidly as when 2f 12 f 2 was at BF. The 2f 1

2 f 2 DP actually increased with ratio (L15L2 condition!
when the ratio increased from 1.05 to 1.1 but then
creased steadily. ForL15L2110 dB, the high-side DP
again had the expected general decrease, and the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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side DP’s most significant change was that it changed
monotonically decreasing with increase in ratio.

Considering all three recording conditions (BF5 f 1 , f 2

or 2 f 12 f 2) the 2 f 22 f 1 DP in general decreased with ratio
This is probably mostly due to the fact that its frequency w
above the local BF, increasingly so as the ratio increas
The decreasing overlap region might also play a role,
though this seems to be relatively minor, based on the v
gradual decline with ratio in thef 25BF case. At lower SPL,
overlap effects would likely be greater. The 2f 12 f 2 DP did
not drop with ratio~at least up tof 2 / f 151.25) for the f 2

5BF condition. Both thef 25BF and f 15BF conditions
showed nonmonotonic changes with ratio. High-side s
pression of the DP byf 1 might account for the reduced siz
of the 2 f 12 f 2 DP at the lowest ratio in thef 15BF condi-
tion ~Cooper and Rhode, 1997!, but high-side suppressio
cannot account for the zig–zag pattern of thef 25BF case.
This behavior is more easily explained by interference
tween different components~nonlinear generator and reflec
tion! of the 2 f 12 f 2 DP ~e.g., Talmadgeet al., 1999!.

E. Two-tone distortion: Frequency sweeps at fixed
ratio

Figures 9–12 show two-tone frequency sweep respon
measured close to the BM at a ratio of 1.05~animals W45
and W48!. Figure 2 shows that the responses to the t
primaries overlap a great deal with such a low ratio. As
primary frequencies are swept, this tightly overlapping p
tern sweeps from apical to basal of the recording site. Fig
9 shows a series of distortion families in response toL1

5L2580 dB SPL primaries, at the frequencies indicat
above the plots~W45, 25 mm from BM!. The BF was
;18 kHz, indicated by an arrow in the plots. The charact
istics of the distortion families are governed by both the lo
nonlinear response~which in general will produce stair–
steps of DPs on either side of the primaries! and the single-
tone tuning of both the primaries and the DPs. As the prim
ries sweep closer to the BF frequency the families of D
grow. The influence of single-tone tuning of the DPs can
seen by comparing Fig. 9~c!, whose primaries are just below
the BF, to Fig. 9~d!, whose primaries are just above the B
The distortion family is weighted towards the high side
Fig. 9~c!, towards the low-side in Fig. 9~d!. @For complete-
ness, the low-frequency primary is slightly bigger than t
high-frequency primary in Fig. 9~d!, which would also tend
to shift the weight of the distortion family to the low side i
this case.# Figure 9~e!, with primaries even farther above th
BF, shows a strong influence of single-tone tuning of t
DPs. The center-of-mass of the distortion family is shift
left from the primaries, and is centered on the 18 kHz B
The stair–steps shaping around the primaries is still ap
ent, however, in that the 2f 12 f 2 DP is relatively large even
though it is well above the BF. Referring to Fig. 5, the p
maries in Fig. 9~e! are in the fast-wave dominant region; th
slow-wave portions of the responses are expected to
small. It is likely that the whole DP family of Fig. 9~e! was
generated basal to the recording position, where the sl
wave primary responses were large, with a primary-cente
3009and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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stair–step shape. Traveling to the recording position, the
family was filtered by single-tone tuning, and arrived wi
the observed up–down–up shape. At lower frequencies
family of DPs is relatively less orderly@Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#
perhaps due to interference between locally generated
apically generated distortion. Although the primary freque
cies in these panels would peak well apical of the record
site, the harmonic distortion in evidence indicates that so
amount of nonlinear distortion was produced locally at th
frequencies~Olson, 2004!.

Figures 10–12 plot the amplitudes and phases of
sponses such as those in Fig. 9, sorted by DP. The DPs
plotted relative to their own frequencies. Figure 10 sho
data from animal W45~25 mm from BM!, ratio51.05, and
levels (L15L2) of 60, 70 and 80 dB SPL. Fig. 11 is simila
with L15L2110. Figure 12 shows results from another a
mal ~W48, 10mm from BM!, ratio 1.05,L15L2580. The
single-tone primary responses are also included as a r
ence, at levels of 30, 50 and 70 dB for W45 and 50 and
for W48. The tuning of the single-tones reflects the ba
cochlear mechanical filtering.

The phases of the DPs are plotted both relative to the
primaries~recorded along with the DP family! and the SV
primaries~recorded near the stapes!, as discussed in Sec. I
The ST phase reference is only used when the primary

FIG. 9. ST pressure DP families as frequency varies~W45, 25 mm from
BM!. A series of distortion families generated in response toL15L2

580 dB SPL primaries of a range of frequencies. Thef 2 / f 1 ratio was fixed
at 1.05 and the primary frequencies are indicated above the plots. An a
indicates the 18 kHz BF in each plot.
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quencies were low enough that the primaries were in
slow-wave region. The ST-referenced phases are interes
when they are close to 0° or 180°. As Fig. 3 showed, th
phases are predicted for the output of an instantaneous
linearity that is local to the recording site. Relatively larg
departures from 0° or 180° might signify that the distorti
generation site was not local and small departures migh
due to local filtering. The SV-referenced plots include the
single-tone responses referenced to the SV primaries, w
shows the familiar traveling wave phase accumulation. Th
plots illustrate clearly the frequency regions in which the D
phase-frequency behavior is similar to the ST single-to
phases~consistent with distortion generation local to th
measurement location! and regions in which the DP phase
depart from the single-tone phases~suggesting distortion
generation distant from the measurement location!.

The main observation from Figs. 10–12 is that the D
are tuned quite similarly to the primaries, both in amplitu
and in phase. The tuning of the 2f 12 f 2 amplitude is in
agreement with the observations of Robleset al. ~1997!.
There are several secondary observations.

~1! The low-side DPs~e.g., 2f 12 f 2 and 3f 122 f 2) are
tuned particularly similarly to the single tones. This su
gests that the single-tone tuning that precedes distor
generation, and subsequent single-tone tuning of the
that follows distortion generation together tune the DP
though it had been a single tone from the start.

~2! The tuning of the high-side DPs~e.g., 2f 22 f 1 and 3f 2

22 f 1) is slightly offset in frequency compared to th
primaries~most prominently in Fig. 12, but also in Fig
10!. In fact, the tuning of the high-side DPs is mo
similar to the single-tone tuning when the DPs are pl
ted vsf 2 , rather than their own frequency. This sugge
that the high-side DPs cannot make as much use
single-tone tuning after being generated as the low-s
DPs, and the single-tone tuning off 2 that preceded dis-
tortion generation has a lot to do with the tuning of t
high-side DPs. The high-side DPs~especially Fig. 10!
have tuning that is more symmetric than either sing
tone or low-side DP tuning: The low-frequency slope
steeper, the high-frequency slope is less steep than
single-tone tuning. The contrast between low- and hig
side DP tuning reinforces the observation from perc
tual studies that low-side DPs cause a single-tone-
cochlear response, whereas high-side DPs do not~Gold-
stein, 1967; Zurek and Sachs, 1979!.

~3! Looking at the phase responses plotted versus the
phase in Fig. 10: At frequencies in the broad vicinity
the BF~18 kHz!, the 3f 222 f 1 and 3f 122 f 2 DP phases
lie nearly on top of the primary phases, whereas
2 f 22 f 1 and 2f 12 f 2 DP phases are offset vertically b
about a half cycle. When referenced to ST phase,
alternating phases between 0° and 180° are very clea
similar thing is apparent in Fig. 11, and in Fig. 12
well, although less robustly. This is predicted for th
output of a simple compressive nonlinearity. The 18

w
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FIG. 10. Distortion product tuning in
ST with equal-intensity two-tone
stimulus~W45, 25mm from BM!. The
stimulus tone levels were both eithe
60 ~circles!, 70 ~crosses! or 80 dB SPL
~pluses! with a fixed frequency ratio of
1.05. The upper panels show how th
amplitude ~dB SPL! of 3f 222 f 1 ,
2 f 22 f 1 , 2 f 12 f 2 and 3f 122 f 2

vary with frequency. Each DP is plot
ted versus its own frequency. Single
tone tuning at 30, 50 and 70 dB SP
are shown~dotted-dashed lines! for a
comparison. The middle panels sho
the DP phases relative to the SV pr
maries. The bottom panels show th
DP phases relative to the ST primarie
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phase can be interpreted as the sign of the DP coeffic
being negative for the 2f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 DPs, as
discussed in Fig. 3.

~4! Going from Fig. 10 to Fig. 11, theL1 level was raised 10
dB relative to theL2 level. ~Details on the level depen
dence of the 2f 12 f 2 DP in BM motion are in Cooper
and Rhode, 1997.! This led to a reduction in the level o
the high-side DPs. For example, the 3f 222 f 1 DP col-
umn from Fig. 10 is not included in Fig. 11 because t
DP was nearly missing for theL15L2110 condition.
This can be accounted for to a large degree by the ac
of the nonlinearity. As discussed above~Fig. 3!, the pro-
cessing of a two-tone stimulus by a compressive non
earity produces high-side DPs that are reduced, c
pared to theL15L2 condition, whenL1 becomes greate
than L2 ~Engebretson and Eldredge, 1968!. However,
there is a frequency region around 12–15 kHz in wh
the 2 f 22 f 1 response got bigger whenL15L2110 and
L2580 dB. These responses were likely arising fro
slightly further apical, near thef 2 place where the re
sponses tof 1 and f 2 were nearly equal whenL15L2

110. In support of this, the bimodal response at t
level suggests that more than one component of dis
tion is present~apically generated plus locally gene
ated!. The possibility for an apical generation site wh
the frequency is somewhat less than the BF will be
inforced by the discussion of phase just below.

~5! Considering the 2f 22 f 1 DP and 70 dB 2f 12 f 2 DP in
Fig. 10, the phase of the distortion in the below-BF 6–
kHz region had a phase-frequency slope that was m
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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FIG. 11. Distortion product tuning in ST with unequal-intensity two-to
stimulus~W45, 25mm from BM!. As in Fig. 10 exceptL15L2110 dB. The
3f 222 f 1 DP is not shown with these stimulus levels because it was in
noise at most frequencies.
3011and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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steeper than the primary phase in this frequency reg
The slope indicates a delay that was similar to the de
of the single tones~and DPs! in the BF region. When
referenced to ST, this is the frequency region for wh
the phase smoothly departs from a fixed20.5 cycle
phase. Perhaps these DPs were generated further a
closer to their own BF places. If they were reflected fro
a fixed position, the slowing of the traveling wave as t
best place was approached would mean a longer tr
time and predict the steeper phase-frequency slope~as
discussed in Shera and Guinan, 1999!. However, if the

FIG. 12. Distortion product tuning in ST with equal-intensity two-ton
stimulus~W48, 10mm from BM!. The primary tone levels were both 80 d
SPL with a fixed frequency ratio of 1.05. These data were from animal W
with BF ;21 kHz, and were recorded at a distance 10mm from the BM.
The upper panels show how the amplitude~dB SPL! of 3f 222 f 1 , 2 f 2

2 f 1 , 2 f 12 f 2 and 3f 122 f 2 vary with frequency. Each DP is plotted ve
sus its own frequency. Single tone tuning at 50 and 60 dB SPL are sh
~dotted–dash lines! for a comparison. The middle panels show the D
phases relative to the SV primaries. The bottom panels show the DP ph
relative to the ST primaries.
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wave traveledboth to and fromits own BF place as a
cochlear traveling wave, its delay time should be ab
two times the delay of the local BF primary~twice the
slope!, which was not observed. On the other hand, if t
distortion were generated from a nonlinear generator
gion that moved as the frequency swept, the phase wo
not be expected to change at all–the slope would be z
~Shera and Guinan, 1999!. In summary, in a vague way
the 6–15 kHz phase data suggest that the distortion
generated further apical, but the specific behavior is
that expected of either a generator or reflection com
nent. Finally, it should be noted that the phase is
sampled densely enough to be certain of its slope,
more data points might reveal the steep slope tha
predicted for a reflection component. When theL1 level
was raised 10 dB in Fig. 11, the steep-sloped lo
frequency region of the 2f 12 f 2 phases became less ev
dent. This suggests that an effect of raising theL1 level
was to cause the local 2f 12 f 2 DP to gain strength rela
tive to the apical-generated 2f 12 f 2 DP, as was also
suggested in the discussion of Fig. 8.

F. Two-tone distortion: Phase of the distortion
within single families

The emission literature includes reports of leve
dependent 180° phase jumps~e.g., Mills, 2002! which have
been interpreted as being due to either interference betw
two components or to the level dependence of the nonline
ty’s output ~Lukashkin and Russell, 1999!. Here, we extend
these observations of phase differences by describing the
solute phase of ST pressure DPs within families. One of
most striking aspects of the data was the phase of the D
referenced to the phase of the primaries: For conditions
which the primaries were close to the BF and the ratio w
low, this phase was 180° for the 2f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 DP
and 0° for the 3f 222 f 1 and 3f 122 f 2 DP ~Figs. 8, 10–12!.
We would like to understand the significance of the 0°/18
phase. We look for this significance through both the abst
mathematics of a compressive nonlinearity and the conc
physics of the cochlea’s mechanics. In order to illustrate
discussion, in Fig. 13 three distortion families are shown
the conditionsf 15BF, f 25BF and 2f 12 f 25BF, measured

,

n

ses
180° deg
circles
FIG. 13. DP family amplitudes and phases~W45, 25mm from BM!. A two-tone stimulus withL15L2580 dB SPL andf 2 / f 1 ratio51.05 generated a family
of DPs, as shown in the upper panels. The primary frequencies were such that 2f 12 f 25BF ~left panels!, f 15BF ~middle!, and f 25BF ~right!. The DP
phases, referenced to the primary phases, are presented in the lower panels as crosses. The phases basically alternate in phase between 0° andrees,
with sometimes a superimposed slope. In order to better visualize the slope, the phases that alternated by 180° have been also plotted as empty, with
180° subtracted or added.
. Dong and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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in ST pressure close to the BM~W45, 25 mm from BM,
f 2 / f 151.05). The phase is shown relative to the primari
as described in the analytic section of the methods, and
primary phases when so referenced, automatically50°. The
unfilled dots represent data points that have 180° adde
subtracted and were included to clarify the slopes of pha
vs-distortion number.~This replotting is based on the ide
that 180° phases arise due to the coefficient of a given
being negative.!

In the f 25BF plots, the phase of the low-side DPs up
5 f 124 f 2 are seen~4 DPs! and they all follow the 0°/180°
pattern. Five high-side DPs are seen. While the first two
these follow the 0°/180° pattern, the remaining three hav
downward slope superimposed on the pattern. This do
ward slope, superimposed on a 0°/180° pattern, is true of
low- and high-side DPs of the 2f 12 f 25BF condition, and
the low-side DPs of thef 15BF condition. The high-side
DPs of thef 15BF condition are nearly missing the 3rd D
(4 f 223 f 1) and the 4th DP has a phase of;180° when a
phase of 0° is expected had the phases strictly alterna
The general trends in the data bring up two questions: w
the 0°/180° phase pattern, and why the superimposed sl
Some related findings in the data that has been presented
example in Fig. 10 the smooth departure from 180° of
2 f 12 f 2 phase at low frequencies, have been addresse
ready, and were attributed to non-local distortion genera
sites.

Figure 3 and its discussion showed that the 0°/18
phase is a predicted behavior for the DP output of a sim
compressive nonlinearity. However, the ST pressure is
the direct output of the nonlinearity, the active force is.
order to understand the significance of the ST DP phase
need to consider the relationship between the active fo
and the ST pressure. At the output of the active force,
phase of the DP of numbern, and thus distortion frequenc
f 11n( f 22 f 1), would have the form1

fda–n5$fa11n~fa22fa1!% ~4!

This follows from Sec. II. The ‘‘a’’ in the subscripts
denotes ‘‘active,’’ meaning the site of the nonlinearity. A
discussed in Sec. II, the phase of a ST DP relative to the
primaries~what is plotted in Figs. 10–13! is given by Eq.
~1!, which is rewritten here:

Fdt–n5fdt–n2$f t11n~f t22f t1!%. ~1!

Equation~1! can be re-expressed using Eq.~4!:

Fdt–n5~fdt–n2fda–n!2$~f t12fa1!1n@~f t22fa2!

2~f t12fa1!#%. ~5!

Using Eq.~5! to understand the data in Fig. 13: we ju
noted that the 2f 12 f 25BF data, as well as thef 15BF data
~low-side! depart from the 0°/180° pattern with a superim
posed slope. This can probably be accounted for with
third term in Eq.~5!, n@(f t22fa2)2(f t12fa1)#, as this is
a term whose absolute value will grow linearly withn ~the
number of the DP! just as the data do. The@(f t22fa2)
2(f t12fa1)# part of the term, which would determine th
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W. Dong
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size of the slope, measures the difference in the phase di
ence between thef 2 primary ST pressure andf 2 primary
active force, and thef 1 primary ST pressure andf 1 active
force. The individual differences, e.g., (f t22fa2), are not
expected to be zero. For example, the active force is in ph
with BM velocity in many cochlear models~in order to inject
energy into the motion! whereas the ST pressure is primari
in phase with acceleration~e.g., using Figs. 14 and 15 i
Olson, 2001!. In that case, (f t22fa2) might be ;90°.
However, by the same reasoning, (f t12fa1);90°, and the
difference@(f t22fa2)2(f t12fa1)# is expected to be 0°.
The fact that we observe a linearly growing phase withn
means that (f t22fa2)Þ(f t12fa1). This inequality could
have several causes. Thinking of a local mechanism
perhaps (f t22fa2)Þ(f t12fa1) because the active force i
filtered—for example, maybe for stimulation at frequencyf 1

the active force is still pumping energy into the wave and
primarily in phase with velocity, but atf 2 has shifted phase
to let the wave drop off. Then@(f t22fa2)2(f t12fa1)#
Þ0°. Or, more mundanely, perhaps the fast-wave pressu
influencing the measured ST pressures unequally:f 2 more
than f 1 , most likely. That would also lead to@(f t22fa2)
2(f t12fa1)#Þ0, and a resultant superimposed slope. T
latter explanation gains credibility with the observation th
the slope is biggest for the 2f 12 f 25BF condition~both f 1

and f 2 above the BF, getting into fast-wave territory! and the
slope is nearly zero for thef 25BF condition~where f 2 and
f 1 are safely lower than the fast-wave-dominated region!.

Therefore, the basis for the superimposed slope can
understood, and might be interesting~if it is due to active
force filtering!, or not so interesting~if it is due to the fast
wave!. But we still have terms in Eq.~5! that need to be
examined to understand the 0°/180° phase. These term
(fdt–n2fda–n)2(f t12fa1). Together the two terms mea

sure the difference in the phase difference between DP
pressure and the DP active force, and thef 1 primary ST
pressure andf 1 active force. As discussed above, the diffe
ence (f t12fa1) is not expected to be zero, and again r
viewing the simple case, if ST pressure is proportional
acceleration and active force to velocity, (f t12fa1);90°.
Now, the DP pressure in ST is also likely to be proportion
to acceleration, because we have seen from Fig. 7 that
distortion creates fluid motion. If the disturbance sets up
own traveling wave, the disturbance will be the right si
~wavelength! so that the pressure will naturally balance t
restoring force in the BM. Then the active force at the D
frequency will be devoted to counteracting resistance,
(fdt–n2fda–n) will also ;90°. Therefore, and in genera

when the distortion is locally generated, and sets up a tr
eling wave of its own, we could expect that (fdt–n

2fda–n)5(f t12fa1), and (fdt–n2fda–n)2(f t12fa1)

50. And that could explain why the low-side and low
high-side distortion in thef 25BF case have phases of 0° o
180° and the higher high-side DPs, which are higher in f
quency than the BF and so might be less successful in se
up traveling waves, depart from a phase of 0° or 180°.

Therefore, both the 0°/180° phase pattern, and the
perimposed slopes can be understood in simple terms. A
3013and E. S. Olson: Two-tone distortion in intracochlear pressure
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heart of the understanding, and the first assumption, is
fda–n5$fa11n(fa22fa1)% @Eq. ~4!#. This came out of

considering the nonlinearity as instantaneous—the nonlin
ity is a function that relates input to output without delay. B
what would be the phase predicted if the nonlinearity w
not instantaneous~by acoustic standards!? In other words,
has the 0°/180° phase patternproventhat the nonlinearity is,
or sometimes is, essentially instantaneous? This is the
ject of future work.

IV. SUMMARY

We studied two-tone DPs in intracochlear pressure w
two basic stimulus sets. In the first stimulus set, stimuli w
frequencies around the BF were used to explore the spr
ing and filtering of DPs in the cochlea. These studies emp
sized the 2f 12 f 2 and 2f 22 f 1 DPs. Ratio, stimulus leve
and location in the scala relative to the BM were variables
these measurements. In the second stimulus set, two t
with fixed, low ratio and frequencies that swept over a w
range were used to explore the tuning of several membe
the DP family. Both sets of stimuli allowed us to explore t
relationship between distortion products and primar
within a single DP family, informing our understanding
the nonlinearity that gives rise to the distortion.

To summarize the results, at low ratio and for primar
in the frequency region of the BF, DP families were pr
duced with the stair–step pattern that is the expected ou
of a simple, instantaneous nonlinearity. When the prim
frequencies were shifted away from the BF, the subsequ
tuning of the families by the cochlea’s single tone tuni
became evident. This was emphasized in the DP-by-DP p
of Figs. 10–12, which showed tuning quite similar to t
single tone tuning, particularly for the low-side DPs. Th
held true for both the amplitude and the phase-vs-freque
behavior of the DPs when plotted relative to the SV prim
ries ~measured near the stapes!. At primary frequencies
somewhat below the BF, both the amplitude and phase of
DPs sometimes behaved as though they had been gene
apical of the recording position, closer to their own B
places.

Variations withf 2 / f 1 ratio depended strongly on the re
lationship between the distortion frequency and the BF.
the 80 dB stimulus level, the effect of reduced overlap due
a wide f 2 / f 1 ratio had a relatively small effect, although
the lower stimulus level of 60 dB the reduced overlap ha
larger effect, as expected. Whenf 25BF, the variation with
ratio was nonmonotonic, perhaps due to the vector sum
tion of different DP components~reflection/generator!.

The DPs fell off rapidly with distance from the BM, bu
not so rapidly to rule out this route of stapes excitation
generating DP emissions. The measurements here do no
dress the relative size of through- the-fluid and rever
traveling-wave stapes excitation. Although it was not d
scribed here, the distortion measured in SV close to
stapes in healthy preparations can be quite large. Future s
ies of SV pressure close to the stapes, coupled with meas
ments of ear canal emissions and ST pressure, will help
out this aspect of the emission process. It is notable
3014 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 W
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the DP pressure close to the BM sometimes underwent la
phase variations with distance, which will make the sorti
out more challenging. Measurements of Ren~2004! along
these lines~BM motion, emission, stapes motion! indicated
that the stapes DP motion preceded the BM DP motion.
interesting finding bears repeating and further understand

The significance of the 0°/180° phase pattern was
plored in some detail, and it was understood as being
expected behavior for a particular condition: that of a lo
and instantaneous nonlinearity that produces a DP that i
sets up a traveling wave. When the primary frequencies w
somewhat lower than the BF, the phase departed from
pattern in a manner that could be attributed to a more ap
~as opposed to local! generation spot. Very high-side DP
departed from the 0°/180° pattern in Fig. 13~c!, perhaps be-
cause they were of too high a frequency to set up trave
waves at the measurement position.

The most striking aspects of the data were the freque
sweeps, showing the degree to which DPs can be tune
though they were single-tone stimuli, and the 0°/180° p
tern of the DP phase.
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1Note that in this simple thought model, the overall distortion is conside
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